Brad Cohen is an inspiring true story of incredible challenges and unwavering determination. As a child with Tourette Syndrome, a neurological disorder of the brain that causes the body to make strange sounds and uncontrollable violent twitches, Brad was beaten, mocked and shunned. Some thought he was possessed by the devil. Others, including members of his own family, refused to be seen with him in public. As an adult, Brad overcame all odds to become an award-winning teacher of the year for the state of Georgia. The road in between was a roller coaster ride in perseverance.

Brad is an inspiration in overcoming life's challenges. Nothing, not even Tourette Syndrome, stops him from pursuing—and achieving—his goals.

From the depths of abuse that his teachers pried on him, Brad became determined to become the teacher he never had. After several dozen rejection letters, Brad finally found a teaching home where he taught second-graders not only reading, writing and math, but also about love and acceptance of all people.

Today, Brad still gets ejected from movie theaters and restaurants, but he is one of the most outgoing and positive people you will ever meet. He is cherished by his students, and he chairs a Relay for Life fundraising program for Georgia's Cobb County. On a mission to encourage and inspire today's youth, Brad Cohen is an inspiration to us all.

FRONT OF THE CLASS is an inspiring true story of incredible challenges and unwavering determination.

As a child with Tourette Syndrome, a neurological disorder of the brain that causes the body to make strange sounds and uncontrollable violent twitches, Brad was beaten, mocked and shunned. Some thought he was possessed by the devil. Others, including members of his own family, refused to be seen with him in public. As an adult, Brad overcame all odds to become an award-winning teacher of the year for the state of Georgia. The road in between was a roller coaster ride in perseverance.

Brad is an inspiration in overcoming life's challenges. Nothing, not even Tourette Syndrome, stops him from pursuing—and achieving—his goals.

From the depths of abuse that his teachers pried on him, Brad became determined to become the teacher he never had. After several dozen rejection letters, Brad finally found a teaching home where he taught second-graders not only reading, writing and math, but also about love and acceptance of all people.

Today, Brad still gets ejected from movie theaters and restaurants, but he is one of the most outgoing and positive people you will ever meet. He is cherished by his students, and he chairs a Relay for Life fundraising program for Georgia's Cobb County. On a mission to encourage and inspire today's youth, Brad Cohen is an inspiration to us all.